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This game is a VR Baby Simulator! You crawl with your hand (motion controller) .You can play with many toys in the room
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.Everything are interactive !!! (Example: Game Boy, TV, Toy Rocket, Toy Car (with Track)), Nerf Gun .) I am confident to say
that this game surely let you recall your happy childhood.. +Fun +Childish +Lots of Easter Eggs +/- Price -Controls are meh
-Not much to do really 3/5 I'd get it on sale, cute idea, done pretty well. The controls are a little annoying at times, but overall a
fun, little experience, hopefully they add more little experiences to this. If you liked this review Click here and follow for more
reviews of VR titles. And Click here if you want to request reviews on other VR titles.. Good Idea, but bad implentation. When
you try tu use objects, there is also unwanted locomotion.. I decided to give this a shot because of its pure sandbox fun feel. It
delivers in that respect. This is a wholesome VR experience, good for all ages, no real difficulty level (except for learning how
to move around), and it looks pretty good to boot. Put that VR headset on and bam, you're a baby, and nobody else is home.
TIme to escape from your playpen and cause total mayhem. You have to crawl around with your hands, and you're able to stand
up to reach higher things. You're going to want to grab basically everything you can, because there's something to do with almost
every object in the area. Almost immediately I've made a giant mess, got the Atari to work, tried to feed a clock to a turtle, been
scratched by a cat multiple times, got my head whacked by a mouse trap, ate some cake, made a bigger mess, pretended to be a
spaceman, oh man the list goes on. Maybe it's just me, but I was upset that I couldn't drink the chemicals from under the sink, or
jam knives in the electrical outlets, or drown myself. Hahaha. I feel that this would be freakin' amazing if it was multiplayer,
and you could use teamwork to reach higher places by standing on one another's shoulders or something. All in all a decent
experience with a great amount of potential. I encountered a couple of glitches, but nothing game-breaking.. fun game It makes
me literately be my inner child
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